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Machu Picchu

Enshrouded spirit home

of haunting sun-bom generations.

Abandoned among the thin airs of time.

Brother to the Condor's aerie; 

infinite hallowed sentinel.

to the ages.

Bom of weathered hand

embracing stone.

To echo across emerald chasms; 

ancient voices.

Enshrouded spirit home.

Aged ceremonies in stone.

Aged sun home.

Enfolding the ring of child cries, 

the rhythmic step of sandaled feet. 

Enshrouded spirit home.

Aged terraced soul.

Aged weathered heart.

The Andean breath bestirring years 

gathered among the thin airs of time.

Drew Smith
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Untitled.

Our silence passed in joyous song 

bourne among the depths.

The scented breath of dawn bestirs 

a starlit spray upon her lips.

Ancient voices speak within 

of wasted lives and deafened men.

Time is not imposed to heed 

This unity of soul and sea.

The heavens dance and we are one,

I the seed and you the sun.

Forest Home

Sentinels of life on high

confer in muted breath.

Of Raven’s aerie raised aloft 

and stirrings in their depths.

Etched across the midnight skies 

and nourished at her breast.

The path of moon and cloud and star 

guide sunward leafed ephemeris.

Her rhythms yield to silent men 

the coalescent promise,

For those whose vision turns within 

Emergent symbiosis.

Drew Smith



They Say I'm Crazy

You've had a breakdown

Acute anxiety

Rest now, your wife's right here 

This will make you feel better.

Good morning sir

Hay I take your blood now

Blood pressure

Pulse

Temperature

This will make you feel better.

Sorry sir, isn't it annoying

Helicopters, guns, explosions

The National Guard's playing war

Right across the street

Here, this will make you feel better.

How do you feel about the killing son 

Do you ever have any fun 

How much do you drink 

Impotence is only temporary 

This will make you feel better.

You're too sick to work anymore 

You like kids, why not teach 

Go back to school 

Send us the bill

This will make you feel better.

Tom Huddleston



Nam Sitrep

booster 6, this is Charlie 6
Heavy enemy fire
Two 50’s
Casualties
Goddamnit
Form a base
Split the concentration
79's dump fire
Corpsemen pull em to the rear 
Short bursts asshole, make it last 
Booster 6, Puff on station?
Roger Puff, drop clusters 
Watch my green, they own the north 
You’re on Dude, tracer rain 
Die you motherfuckers
1st and 3rd, left and right
Willie Peter on engage
2nd and hth, turn in on the white
Assault the wall
There it is, move out
Check em close
If it moves, say goodbye
Charlie Leaders, take a count
Booster, wc need a medevac
Roger, on my free

Tom Huddleston



Hey! Laura

Don't feel bad.

We all have obtuse areas.

They're landing pads—-for pain- 

doubling as shields.

You know how wide our world is. 

Don't deny your prospect.

Thread it back.

Rev it up.

There (now) it's autoaatic again.

Blue Earth

I'm here under your skin. 

Opalescent tissue tapes me 

roundly between layers.

I wiggle and hop freely in this 

breathing space.

Happy parasite,

I trace ay name in your face.

Like a pinball in ricochet between 

the moments of my death and birth, 

from afar I see ay destiny spells 

w/ Love from Kitty

(...wait for me in the soda shop 

Shakespeare)

Kitty Johnson



"And don’t you know that God is Pooh-Bear?"

Kerouac

to have met another person
another bundle of perhaps
to put forward the proper fodt
and keep those limbs that tend, to flail
potentially destructive loose limbs
secured.
project away
but keep despairing conclusions
unlept to.
they are tickled by denial.
Have you ever been interrupted in laughter?
Carry on. Please
I think there's a face in the window
seeing if you're home
someone who pooh-like, just drops
by on the way somewhere or
because it's a pooh-like bit of time
Could be someone you'd given up
expecting to meet again
Someone you'd utterly forgotten,
"consigned to the foul rag and bone shop of the heart" 

Yeats

Wow! That makes for a pretty happy occasion.

What have you got in the cupboard?

Kitty Johns chi



Michael

The folks call you a scrub-pine, 
no direction,
a trunk that hunps and twists,
you blase your own crooked trail to the sun.

I grew straight and true,
took the freeway to the sky,
the direction of a thousand others.
No tine to stop and listen.
as the wind played ay branches.
No rooa to stretch ay aras out to curious children.

The folks say drive fifty-five.
You drive as you please.

Michael,
you'll get there
in your own sweet tine,
and anyway, it's the odd-shaped trees
that catch the eyes of children,
and transfora old tires into rocket-ships.

Don Miller



Prospectives

An old nan and his water-colors,

were shown to me,

then thrown away*

It angered me to see the waste,

sketches, wrinkled on the coals,

wrinkles, sketched on a face*

Brightly colored themes,

ending in pale hues of burning canvas 

and ash-grey whiskers having gone to seed*

I watched the day,

thrown into the flames of a violent sunset, 

smoldering until there was nothing left, 

but the debris of night,

and a handful of stars,

who, like me, refused to let go.

But morning came,

wet with fresh colors*

The stars melted into new-born horizons, 

and I, smiling at him, 

turned and walked on.

Don Miller



Reverse Reality
:;v' 1 : -

A stranger called,
And how the noon fly8 13 the way green farms act
The earless people cry ebout cream cheese
And the paper walls crumble and bum
The windows of light are dark and hollow
And i’ars is tired of watching the stars 

Once upon a brown moon 
A rose that bleeds 
Dew on the lake that glistens 
Oreen pepper walls and water ice

The colors are going to turn again
To think about things only they can think
L’Usic comes from walls so far away «
And whales dance and frolic
The Prince of itfales sleeps in the gutter
And worms always flutter
Someone cares about them all—
Should they be thought of as off the wall?
Darkness comes and eyes sleep tight
When will they turn into white?

Erin K. Hurley



THS JOKER’S SPISTEMOL^Cr

Somewhere,
Deep in the forbidden roots of the soul, 
Lies puxpose.
It dances v/ith purple and pink lollipops, 
Plays juraprope with springtime daffodils. 
Has tea parties in glass palaces.

Purpose seeks reason,
Yet reason travels with the wind.
Moving through new lands 
Never staying long enough 
To shake hands with.

Sometime,
Purpose will rise from its playground, 
Reason will leave the wisking wind, 
And the two will join.
Companions for a moment
In the consciousness of the mind.

Erin K. Hurley



BRO’.W ATTENTIONS

Your eyes shine in the darkness but you breathe insilence 
Why must you hide those brownattentions?
Is it something that you are frightened to show?
Or maybe it is something to hide behind
Your features shine with each rising, sun
Tut yet you diminish each ray until it becomes a shadow
You love, you feel, you care, you burn with desire
But. what is left when your attentions...
Turn to ashes?

Joannie Chaloupka
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7Numbers I have tried to give myself"(upon reviewing for the M.C.A.7.)
The most valuable in toe cannot be measured.

£• If you have one apple, and are given two more addition^
V../ ■: t* *

Ans.
apples hov/ many apples do you have now?
I have three apples!
Because l+2«3, three apples.

Can you measure my soul?
Can you quantify my humanity?
Do you dare to calculate my faith?
Are you able to bind my imagination into formulae?
And because you cannot numerically manipulate these entities I 
hold dear

- Do y6u proclaim their worthlessness?
- Or deny their existence?

Because you car measure toy performance on a test
t Do you place all trust in these silent glyphs?
- Do you attempt to confine me to their mute testimony?

You have made the rules of the game.
Thus the numbers I have tried to give myself» 100, 4.0, 10,

are those you request and admire.
I y heart is not in the game however, for I have never valued these 

numbers value I place on those entities numbers are too
inadequate to describe.

■ \

t'S/'K'.

1.

Francis X. McCormack



IN LOVING MSKORY

Fleeting phosphorescent shad05/ 
disappearing down hallways once.lit warm

Blue, leaf-burnt autumn smoke 
stealing silently into dark wood3

Silvered concentric rings—an oarsman's doing 
rippling distant on glassy Styx

Deeply hued confetti of fragrant petals 
wafted gently from your hair

These, like our love depart 
removed from our grasp 
reflected in your eyes 
in vain beckoned back 
fading with beauty 
passing into melanc'noly memory

Francis X. McCormack

COLD SYS

/Somewhere a cold eye looks over my credentials.
Cold eye scanning hash-marks and glyphs
I do not complaii — I submitted to the procedure freely.
I do realise though, it is a cold eye only, looking at black markings 

on white, that... equal... me.

Francis X LicCormack



A freshly upturned mound,
a virgin tomb,

unoccupied.
Leaden tombstones,
past animated lives summed 
in a few words inscribed.
Mouldy pots
secure lifeless foliage,

they serve dead memories.
Mortality must prove
more than words on stone.
Will J, end a cipher?
a shadow skeleton?
Gaunt graves,
delved dungeons,
whose hollow wombs inherit nothing 

but bones,
carcass carrying crypts.
Mortality must equal immortality— 

Death must be life.

Cindy Ackerman



EUMENIDES

.Sweltering anger
builds, bubbles, boils... 

bursts.
Oozing rivulets of scorn
spew from the mouth, ’ ,
incandescent eyes spit fire.
Molten madness blazes.
Inflamed wrath strikes out,

"singing personalities, 
scorching relationships, 
scalding people,

leaving ashes,
charred remains—
scars of an uncontrolled eruption.

Cindy Ackerman



The Urbane Renewal (A New Wave Experience)

A stale smell and a bald head, the sizzling of a neon light
illuminating a leopard skin---turn!ng its black spots
blue then red.
The logo distorted in its reflection off the skin of the man's head.
Twenty feet up a carriage sways
lopsided and dangling by a rusted chain,
for no reason but to remind the babies to stay home.
Piercing eyes react to a leering grin with a kiss
as a revolving door dances across the room,
rustling the leaves in its whirlwind motion
leaving them dancing in their own circular patterns.
Music of a foggy day fading in and out,
vagueness preceding the distinct, in rhythm with the breathing of a man 
On a shelf a lonely man, blinded by incoherence 
pretends his shredded tee-shirt is a tux 
befit to swoon the wossn of his dazed dreams.
Laughing to himself about his clever tactics 
he repeats oyer and over and over
the same words of courtship, telling her to shut up.
Hysteria sets in and the cycle repeats.
Clinging to the walls as the room bends
in time to the sporatic beat,
patrons grope their way out
back into the real world.1-4. * ' '

Julie Sullivan



Journey'3 End

In a window sculptured
glass stained
a portrait appeared
rust settled in
a haunting scene
eerieness gathered
in darkness a vision
it never spoke
like in a trance it pleaded 
coolness froze.

An abandoned road led to it 
near a pond, deep but clear 
a whirl, a twist 
then towards the sea 
a sketch was drawn 
in the sun's radiant light 
between two weeping willows 
peace to come
reflections played upon the water 
then enveloped and dissipated 
one day hope ceases 
an end reached, a rainbow captured 
at journey's end tranquility and joy.

Cheryl Tursich



DRIVING THOUGHTS
The stream of commuters strings parallel to met 
distinct destinations interrupted by a scarlet director 
A switch of hue launches them once again
to an upcoming turn or downhill coast.
I,too, forge onward amid torrents of steel»
my own destination a blip in the distance.
Motley images careen down my mind
of what lies behind and what lies ahead.
Events and places and people I know
splash in my conscious intermittently.
The radio heralds the hourly news
reviving my thoughts to outside affairs.
The car slowly drifts into the lot.
I thump down the lock and shut the door.
...back to the present on foot.

Kerry Moudy



The Accountant

He measures himself with money,
Tach gray bill an Inside smile,
A krugerrand a settled stomach.
(Bananas sliced seven ways,
Graham gems with gravy,
Pancakes again—his spitwad days.)
No white bucks or lavender shorts,
Strictly Prylcream and Brooklyn Dodgers—
An Apple punched in 50’s COBOL.
White shirt pressed, black hair parted,
His fingers figure.
L’ach quarter hour, somebody pays.
Pork bellies bottom, Little Long Lac leaps. 
Enough to dive like Scrooge McDuck?
Well, maybe just a wade.
At forty, Yikes, the Beagle Boys hit.
His zeros add up to
Nothing. An empty vault. An inside job.
C.P.A. evolves to man,
Type A becomes a budding B.
No salt now—pink giggles and Linnea flowers
Capitalist widows rule without him.
Panchers, naked divorcees take their 
gilded cages elsewhere.
He trades adding machine
for life.
He diversifies.

Jamie Neely



THE APOCALYPSE

My time is here, it has begun.
I. feel the world and all its woes.
The joyous ones are with me now 
and soon we go defeat the foes.

Chorus: The glorious, the righteousness, 
it's wonderful, miraculous.
The faithful free to do his will 
throughout the years, 
glory filled.

We must prepare. To fight the man.
He is a fraud. He blinds them all.
Into despair they follow him.
My Spirit gone, no way to turn, 
corrupted hearts and sadness reign 
until the time I come again.

Chorus:

So let us feast for seven years
and mark the day for my return.
We are as one. The feast is good.
In this feast we learn our worth,
and enter in a covenant that will not end
till time is done.

Chorus:

Now let us go defeat the man who calls 
himself the only one. We’ll cast him down 
into the lake and bind the one of long ago 
and hold him fast till time is done.

Chorus:

I have returned. The Earth is broke, 
and all can see my righteousness.
I sit upon the throne of white 
and now will rule till time is done.

Chorus:

Doug Dellwo



TOMORROW IS ANOTHER I

5

1

The snow fell hard in the graveyard,
The name in stone took me by surprise.
They just laid a young man underground on his wedding day... .... S , , J.. ,
There’s a restaurant on the comer
Where all the old fiddlers come to play for drinks.
There is the bride for whom he died.
Waiting by a table in the shade she takes off her once golden ring. 

He had a pocket full of memories.
She still wears, a locket.
All the guys just found out ha won't be coming back anymore,
Now their beer don't taste so good anymore, no good anymore.
He used to lie there, late at night, in her arms,so confused and ask, 
"Why can't these moments last forever?" , ?
She'd 8ay, "I guess it's better to live th&n now thin never."
Now she's not sure she ever said those things at all.
Wheh he used to ask her, "Why?",
She said, "1 guess it's just because they keep getting better."
Now she's not sure those old times ever were at all.

The times went down like another drink. •’ . -al . i ’
The nights ran lost into themselves. ,
Now Kate's on the bottle, I talked to her twice today.-
She told me, "I don't remember getting old.
I don't remember much of anything, though."
I remember Kate as a sad sight to see,
Like a spider on fire weaving cobweb memory.
Only in one yellow and black photograph does their evening live on
Now Kate only talks about the weather
Or of the man who took her love and left her.

1

i
I

CC Sloan



Or* does not expect to nest 
A white blood call that epsalai, '
But sy Journey through Doe Saith's lab 
Revealed this little frank.

That lonely little leukooyte 
Told this tale to set 
Of scrutiny 'neath the 
And ho* that felt to be.

Still trenbling frwi exposure .to 
Those cold, indifferent eyes,
He told of the indignities 
And wished that he Gould cry,

He told no 9t the cheaicals,
Sone erange, -red, «009 hluoi Which sate his stark-white liger 
Seen shabby in review.

Ho told so hew the eyepiece 
Cane deny |hd seroed-in.
Its close, intense proidnity 
Stole his natural self Aeon his,

His faults aeened aagnified. 
Reactiene watched, recorded, lined. 
His inpulse was to hide.

A tenting, probing bit 9? Stood 
Exposed his life to view.
The panicked f ear io laying there 
And showing all to you,

The life and tinesof tiny cells 
Was never ay forte*

For I have felt your deep nistrust 
All coldly grin and hard.
Faced your disbelieving questions, 
While you coolly played your cards,

Potassiun pernanganate
In hues of violet blue?—
you colored ne with nothyl orange 
Sroppsd salt upon ne too,

I have felt the tight proxinity, 
Finned on unflattering glass, 
Objective boring into ne,
1 wondered, did I pass?

It’s said that life is Just a stags) 
How, I've been on one tool 
Finned beneath a slide-clip, probed 
Poked and pinched by you.

In snooping your indifferent stare 
And cynic's point of view, *
The leukocyte and I agree 
We don't like what you do.

Such scrutiny ’neath the nicroscope 
Reduces life in size,
Deneaning that grand spirit—
Raped by unloving eyes.

Iris Rasta



YES

Quiet lake ripples 
merry laughter of

Midnight blue water.

Night wets lips
with stolen Ambrosia.

Man-in-the-moon 
plays hide *n go 
seek amid the clouis.

Cherry blossoms, 
fragile pink smell

Drift on lonesome breeze.

My footprints touch 
coal sand leaving

Marks of civilization.

Heidi Muller



Dilsaver's Nemesis

The busy little be verb
flitting everywhere,
popping up in students' work 
as if it didn't care.

The teacher groans and shudders 
when the be verb does appear, 
but it does have its uses 
and I want to make that clear.

Master William Shakespeare
most certainly did agree,
and Hamlet used his famous line 
"To be or not to be."

Richard Hugo used it too,
"It is farther than it seemed," 
throughout a lot of Dick's fine work 
the busy be verb gleams.

From poets of yore and yesteryear 
through poets of taday, 
the little be verb does its job 
in its own valid way.

And so, oh Honorable Teacher 
please do not malign 
the be verb that we tend to use, 
in some cases it's just fine.

Cora Thompson



Monday’s Marriage

The daily scene
The dusty dream
Dirty dishes
Aborted wishes
Mundane—'the same
Idle chatter
No real matter
"How was your day” 
Fantasies stray 
A game—no gain
Unironed,shirt
Unshown hurt
Insistant alarms
Empty arms
The ache—might break
Phoney smiles
Endless miles
Hidden tears
Wasted years
The blues—all lose
Avoided glances
Sacrificed chances 
A silent fight 
A lonely night 
Can't cope—no hope
Yesterday's plan
Get along as you can 
Try to hang on 
Life can't last that long 
Don't cry—why try

\
Elaine Olsen
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NIKKI

Quicksilver wrapped in a peanut butter grin,
Your grubby, stubby fingers hold my heart.
,?irst born of my first born,
Daughter of my daughter,
A laughter in ray life.
I loved your mother with clean sheets
And polished shoes, meat loaf and Easter dresses.
Put between us,
No responsibility,
No respectability.
I love you with foolishness and prancing horses,
Hopscotch and jumping rope, ice cream cones and cracker jacks. 
Between us,
A sharing of each other’s self.

Gwen Williams



A Perfect "10"

Pleached softly by the summer sun, her golden hair fell gently onto 
bronzed shoulders. Smooth and straight, the well-groomed hir blended 
beautifully with her peach-coloured complexion. With the exception of 
a small scar on her forehead, the remnant of a congenital cyst, her-face 
was perfect. Naturally ruddy, her soft cheeks were indented with happy 
dimples. A small nose protruded modestly from her lovely face, and 
curved upward slightly at its tip.

Her eyebrows were light and thin, and unusually long lashes protected 
large, beautiful eyes. Unpolluted by makeup, her eyes possessed a hazel
like color that I’d never seen before. The pupils of these hypnotic eyes 
were large, black, and mysterious. The irises seemed to catch incoming 
light and playfully reflect it in a dazzling kaleidoscopic-fashion. 
Consequently, the eyes’ color seemed to constantly change as I rudely 
peered into them. The area surrounding the hypnotic hazel of the eyes 
was purely white, with no trace of the red that often irrigates the white 
of lesser eyes.

Soft, full lips outlined her timid smile, a smile that was perfect. 
The teeth were straight and white, and she strained to align the top and 
bottom rows while smiling. Beneath her small mouth, her chin appeared 
as a delicate mound of silken skin. Slightly flushed, it curved easily, 
carefully connecting her face and neck.

Following her delicate neck downward, I glanced at her tanned shoul
ders, which were interrupted by the white, flowery straps of a summer 
dress. Colors of red, yellow, and green adorned the dress, which fell 
just above her knees. Loosely fitting, the garb complimented her slender 
figure nicely.



Her small hands were folded reservedly in her lap; they were soft and 
smooth. The delicate nails of her stubby fingers were short and well- 
groomed. She moved her fingers nervously as she sat impatiently in a 
huge, velvety recliner. As she sat, emphasizing perfect posture, she 
took quick, curious glances at the people that filled the room around her.

Sitting across the smoke-filled room from her, I furtively observed 
this angelic young lady. As she yawned, a woman approached the huge re
cliner in which the young lady was sitting* "Are you ready for bed, honey?" 
the large woman asked compassionately.

"Yes, mommy," was the slow, polite reply from the girl in the chair.
As she pulled herself to the edge of the recliner and slid off, I thought 
to myself, "Yes, she’s a perfect ’10'—although she’s only six."

Tony Baumgartner



’’Lead Faith”

They come to see me on the second Sunday of every 

month. They smell like church and coffee afterwards 

and handshakes with corpulent priests. And I hate them.

I can hear them, my mother, father, and daughter, 

that is, coming down the hall of white tiles to my 

room. My husband doesn’t come because he is dead. A 

mortar shell in Vietnam took away his legs and most 

of his soul. When he finally came home to me, and his 

daughter whom he had never seen, he could only sit in 

his shiny, cold wheelchair, staring with vacant grey 

eyes at the two of us. He watched us every minute he 

could, watched us walking, walking, walking. And then 

one bright morning when he was all alone he took from 

the hall closet his old shotgun and blew his heart out. 

But I don’t want to talk about that.

The place where I live now is not such a bad place,

I guess. When I was young these places were called 

sanitariums, but I don’t think anyone calls them that 

anymore. Now there are called long-term care facilities. 

I think I like sanitarium better; it doesn’t pretend.

I am here because I am dying. I don’t mean dying 

in the sense that everyone begins to die, ever so slowly, 

from the cruel moment they leave their mothers’ wombs.

I mean in the sense that I have cancer, or more spec

ifically Hodgkin’s disease, and there is nothing that



anyone can do about it.

Every day I wonder why it is I lying here in

bed rather than someone else. For a long time I thought 

perhaps I was being punished by God for some wrong I 

had done. I know now that this is not true, because I 

also know that there is no God. The cells in my lymph 

nodes contain some fatal error, dividing again and 

again without control or design, in time consuming the 

healthy cells. When I came here I was subjected to 

what my good doctor called a lymphangiogram. They 

washed my feet with an acrid yellow soap, and into the 

incisions they had made on the top of my feet they 

injected a blue dye that coursed slowly through my 

lymphatic system. They took pictures of my body, and 

later the doctor showed me the strange pictures. They 

reminded me of the funny wax skeletons you can buy dur

ing Halloween, the ones filled with the bit of sugary 

liquid. Except for now the skeleton was mine, and the 

liquid was not sugar, but blood. The darkest spots 

showed where the cancer had spread: from the backs of 

my knees to my elbows, from my pelvis to my throat. I 

was dying. Why are the tiny cells in my body destroy

ing me, while the doctor stands firm and healthy? What 

is the plan? I read today in the paper of a woman who 

left her baby to die in an ashcan. Where is the child’s 

God? The man who works hard, loves hard, paints his 

picket fence white, and then watches his legs explode



in a dank jungle on the other side of the world. Who 

is his raessiah? The God of ray naive youth is dead, 

like my husband, like the baby in the ashcan, like I 

soon will be.

Do you believe in God the Father Almighty, Creator 

of heaven and earth?

No, Father, I no longer believe.

Do you believe in Jesus Christ His only Son, our

Lord, who was born into this world, and who suffered 

for us?

No, Father, it is I who has suffered.

I awake with a start, torn from my tortuous chat-

ecism by ray mother loudly rapping her wrinkled fingers 

on the steel rail of my bed. She is standing at the foot 

of the bed trying very hard to look compassionate while 

she fingers her rosary absent-mindedly. My father 

stands behind her, his hair slicked tight against his 

head like a grey skullcap. His tie, like always, is 

askew and it annoys me. My daughter is here too, stand

ing near the door staring unabashedly at the gaunt mon

ster with tubes in her arms and in her nose that occupies 

the bed in which her mother used to lie. The mother 

she once had is gone, and I am just some sick thing, like 

an accident one passes on the highway which seems un

real and plastic. Not real. Not alive. Perhaps she 

is right.

I look at the obcene black slashes of mascara my 

mother substitutes for eyebrows, staring at them while



she speaks to me until they seem to swim before my eyes. 

It is part of her personal battle against growing old, 

against dying. She is asking the same old questions, 

offering the same old advice. Yes, mother, I’m fine.

No, mother, I don’t need anything. As a joke I ask 

for a pack of cigarettes but she sees no humor in my 

black words. If you watch closely you will see that, 

almost imperceptably, she turns away as I speak. The 

healthy do not like to be with the terminally ill, for 

they are reminded of their own mortality. They see 

themselves in the yellow skin and reddened eyes of 

the sick, and it makes them afraid.

No, mother, I don’t want a priest today. Not 

today, not anyday, never. Did I not tell you? We have 

no need for priests now that God is dead.

My mother cringes at the blaspheme, and my terse 

words shorten even further their usual brief stay. For 

effect my mother lets a few tears roll down her face

before hurrying to the door to breath the uncontaminated 

air of the white hallway. My daughter and father follow 

dutifully behind. I whisper a hoarse good-bye but they 

do not hear. I ara alone again.

The Peres are wearing off and the pain is return

ing. I close my eyes tight and watch the white sparks 

of pain dance inside my eyelids. In those few lucid 

moments which only pure unhindered pain can bring I 

am taken back to the days of my youth, to those quiet



Sundays when I was instructed in the faith of my fore

fathers. I remember one nun who bore a striking re

semblance to a large penguin. She told our obedient 

Catholic ears of promised salvation, of retribution 

after death for the injustices we had suffered during 

our life on earth. It seemed like such an equitable 

idea then; no matter that we were ridiculed, beaten, 

or cruxified during our brief stay on this small world, 

for we knew that if we obeyed our Heavenly Father we 

would be rewarded with blissful, eternal life. But 

as I lay here now, my own body destroying me, I cannot 

help but think that perhaps all the priest, nuns, and 

my mother and father were wrong, tragically wrong. My 

husband was the only one who knew that death was not a 

grand step to some higher plain, rather merely an escape 

from the horror and helplessness that his life had 

become. Certainly no God who is portrayed as my God 

was can stand by watching my husband as he walked towards 

the fatal spot where the shell would land, or watch 

the young pathetic mother stuff the infant into a 

filthy ashcan. All around me is despair. The wonderful 

mechanism of my body that is said to be the handiwork 

of God has turned on me, like a rat devouring its new

born. I cannot believe. I have been robbed of my 

family, of my husband, and very soon of my precious 

life. And most of all I have been robbed of the com

placent comfort of my faith. My God is dead. I hope 

he sleeps in peace.

-The End-





TODAY

Cari sat in the cramped, stuffy office at the Plannee Parenthood 
Center. Positive, unquestionably a plus they had told her. She blinked 
back tears as they serged forward, threatening to spill out her eyes 
onto her cheeks. Do reason to ask how, she thought. Cari knew how it 
happened. Why? ’-/ell...oh Pod why? What had she done? A mistake, ob
viously, she thought, but it had only happened once. Other girls she 
knew had been doing this for years, and they had never ended up in her 
position. Pregnant. Oh God, pregnant.

Today my physical life started, an entity all its own. I am going 
to be an individual; unique. I will be special and hopefully very loved 
by my parents. I am an inception of life. I am a child.

Today my brain begins to function. I’m two and a half weeks old 
and not much of me is here. F'y heart begins to form inside the fold of 
skin that is me. Goon it will pump blood through my tiny body, allowing 
me to eventually exist outside my mother's womb.

She knew she had to make a decision. First, Cari had to decide who 
to tell and who not to tell. Her parents? Oh God, ihey'd never forgive 
her—their only daughter, only child. Cari could picture the scene— 
the stares, the tears, the hysteria by her mother, especially the hysteria 
considering her parents considered themselves and the family to be strict 
Catholics, and then the yelling—her parents, no way. Fifteen, I'm only 
fifteen. Tell her boyfriend, or more accurately, her acquaintance? Hell, 
he wouldn't care, probably just another one on his list. Cari considered 

herself a Catholic also—she went to church, she prayed...she had pre-



marital sex. There’s no one she thought—I'm on my own with this one.
Cari climbed off the bed she’d been lying on and stood in front 

of the full length mirror that hung on the back of her door. She stared 
at herself, cautiously pulling her tee-shirt from the waistband of her 
jeans. She began to slowly rotate in front of the mirror. She stopped 
at about 180 degrees, and ever so slightly, touched her belly. There’s 
life in me, a baby, who through no fault of its own is here, living.
Cari picked up a pillow from the bed and stuffed it under her shirt, 
pulling the top tightly down over the mass underneath it. It doesn’t 
look so bad, she thought, trailing her hands over the bulge protruding 
from her body—it might be nice, different. A baby, she thought, my 
child.

Cod, she couldn't have a baby—it was imposssible. Cari was a 
hgood” girl who didn't get herself into this kind of trouble. It would 
be all over town. ’’Did you hear, Cari Gatchel screwed around and now 
she's pregnant?"

Today warm red blood courses through my tiny veins and arteries; 
fny heart is completely functioning. By internal organs, at this four 
week stage, are being formed. They'll soon function on their own as 
my mother's do. It's warm in here where I am, and I feel comfortable. 
Buds that I hope will someday be ray hands and fingers as well as feet 
and toes have started to form. I can't move them yet, but ultimately, 
if ray mother decides, I'll be able to pick up toys and walk on my own. 
By eyes are forming—oh what I hope I'll be able to see someday! A 
Whole new world, my mother's face, myself.

Cari knew her turmoil had just begun, and God she didn't know what 
to do. Her parents had started badgering her about looking so tired and



depressed lately. Her mother nagged and nagged about Cari’s constant 
mood changes—happy, depressed, angry. She was losing her friends be
cause she was never around anymore. No one wanted to talk about babies> 
and Cari could hardly do so without exposing herself. Her grades had 
begun to drop. This damn baby was all she could think about anymore.
At times she'd find herself, alone somewhere, talking. "Hello baby, are 
you actually real? T can't feel you yet, and I can't want you yet, but 
they tell me you're there. I don't know much about babies, but I'm 
going to find out—if I have time." Nixed up couldn't describe how Cari 
was feeling—nothing could—she was pregnant.

I'm a girl! Hy body tells me that today. I actually am! My lungs 
are formed, although no air is moving in and out of me yet. My stomach 
gurgles as my digestive tract functions normally. My eyes are fully 
developed, but I can't see yet—my eyelids won't open. I'm still warm, 
surrounded by this thermal fluid. I know my lips have started to form, 
and soon I'll be able to suck my thumb. My ears, nose, and tongue are 
also becoming integral parts of what will eventually be me, the physical, 
bodily me, I. can now feel my fingers and toes, separately, they've 
finally divided. I am growing in size and weight and soon will be com
plete. I think about my mother now, and wonder what she's like. I do 
know she keeps me warm and safe right now.

The idea had crossed Cari's mind before, but she never actually 
thought about it seriously. She still hadn't completely touched with 
the reality of her pregnancy. Cari knew she had to do something—any
thing—but take some action. She thought of her pregnancy, and the baby. 
She'd lose her friends, have to quit school, couldn't be involved in any 
activities for quite awhile. The list went on. Yes, the idea had oc-



curred to her, but abortion? The easy way out? Not really. The smart 
way? No it would have been smart never to have ended in a position as 
this. The right way? Who could answer that? The pressure upon Cari 
was just too much. It seemed everywhere she went people were talking 
about babies or there were anti-abortion posters hanging around—little 
tiny feet and fingers of an unwanted child—pointing at her. She was 
almost twelve weeks pregnant. She looked once again in the mirror and 
nothing showed as of yet—atleast not like a pillow—but a decision had 
to be made.

Today I am content sucking my thumb. I am a one ounce, three inch 
baby girl, who will have brown hair and chocolate brown eyes. Does my 
mother look like me I wonder? Does she love me, or will I be an unwanted 
child? She feeds me and keeps me warm inside her. My toes and fingers 
are completely divided. I can move them somewhat. It's nice to suck 
my thumb. T'y eyes start to open today, and I can see a little of my 
world around me. Not much to see, but nice, warm. I can turn my head 
today, and kick my little legs, but I’m small enough yet that mom can’t 
feel me. Soon though, I'll let her know by my movements that I'm ready 
to seeher. My minute toenails and fingernails are formed, and I can feel 
the nail on my thumb as I suck. I wonder what my mother's thinking?
Does she want to feel me? I wish I could kick harder. I'm so warm, and 
now I'm complete, all I have to do is grow—develop into a delicate little 
girl—her little girl, if she wants me. Will T one da; be a newborn 
human being with my own life? Will I grow, give my love, and be loved?
Dr will no one want me? I have so much ahead of me as a little girl, 
using all the parts that I have felt developing into what is now physically 
me. Will my mother let me see and hear and feel things new to me? 'Will 
I ever feel the warmth there too?



Cari had cone to a conclusion. The baby was hers, her flesh and 
blood, and she knew that, She had even begun to feel pregnant and feel 
for the child. .She was young, but it could be done, it was possible to 

raise a child at hei' age. She could quit school and get a job and she’d 

make new friends. Her life wouldn’t be so bad or so different. Her 
parents would come to understand and finally welcome a little girl’(she 
knew it would be a girl) as a grandchild into their home. She could 
live at home and she would be able to resume her former activities after 
the baby was born, and if she decided to, one day, she’d go back to school. 
She could love a baby, her baby, and make everything worhtwhile. Cari 
decided that one day she’d get married and probably raise other children— 
other children to play with her daughter. Other girls younger than her
self had raised children on their own, happily. Cari could do it. Yes, 
she had made a decision.

Cod no, it wouldn't vzork she thought. As Cari sat in her room, 
once again looking at herself in the long mirror, she realized she couldn't 
go through with it. A baby was a responsibility she could not under
take. She picked up the phone. She was unexpectedly calm. She dialed 
the number, talked, made the appointment. How she had made a decision.

Cari arrived at the clinic twenty minutes before her appointment.
A large brick building. It looked so cold and barren. She was so con
fused. Inside it was so dark. Women sobbing, some already showing their 
pregnancy, fat nurses calling out names, oh God she couldn't do this to 
the body inside her. Cari quickly got up out of the chair and headed 
for the door. She felt nauseous. Cari heard her name being called.
She turned and quickly hurried through the door. She had made a decision.

Today I died. Today, my mother killed me.

Cindy Ackerman





I awoke suddenly to a clattering alarm 
clock, and for a moment sat lost, listen
ing to the alarm wind down in the dark
ness. The cold air cleared my head,
and disgusted I sank back down, sickened 
at the thought of getting up. I began 
to drift back asleep when the flouresqent 

light flickered on and my father climbed down from the
bunk.

The camper creaked and swayed as he moved on the 
cold narrow floor, freed a pan from the cupboard and 
began pumping water into it. I burrowed deeper into 
my warm sleeping bag, irritated at the noise and the 
early hour, and recalled the last time we were together.

Our conversations were short and arguments were 
common, so it was a good thing college started that 
fall. I remember him driving me to the bus station, 
and except for the scattered advice about life’s responsi
bilities, the drive was spent in silence. Both



larch and cottonwood were beginning to turn yellow and 
their colors were splashed in the woods and along the
riverbank. His handshake had been firm.

And then his letter after all those years, and 
the drive back, wondering what it would be like, being 
with him again.

The drive back had been quite pleasant, viewing 
the steep snow covered mountains rising up on the edge 
of the valley and seeing the stubble fields and familiar 
farmhouses, and then the clouds, hanging low and drifting 
at the base of the mountain. It was a chilly afternoon 
but the car was warmed up and I drove toasty and relaxed 
listening to livestock prices and the evening forecast.

His voice roused me.
"Hey, it's a long way to the top from here, so 

you better get a move on. Your coffee's ready."
He stood over the propane stove in his white ther

mals, stirring the steaming coffee. He had aged in
the face since I last saw him. His hair was all grey
now and a little thinner, and his shoulders drooped
a little more. I thought of how he used to carry me
on those shoulders as a child when we went fishing,
and how I would cling tightly to them when he swam out
over our heads.

I pulled on my cold pants and stepped outside to
pee. The mountains loomed dark and cloudy overhead, 
and a few inches of snow covered the ground. It was 
cold, so I hurried back inside and began drinking the



hot coffee set before me, even though I didn't ordinarily
drink it.

After a few minutes of scrambling up the steep 
slope, the morning didn't seem as cold as it had felt 
earlier. I began to sweat under my layers of clothing 
and held my rifle firmly, with both hands. My father 
hiked ahead of me in the dim light, weaving his way 
around brush and trees, barely visible in the shadows 
of the tall pine towering over us. He climbed steadily 
along, pausing occasionally to get his bearings. The 
terrain was rough and sometimes he would upset rocks 
which tumbled past me into the timber below.

It began getting light now, and hot and panting 
I worked my way up to where my father had stopped, just 
below the ridge. I noticed his hands were gripping 
his knees as he attempted to catch his breath. When 
I finally caught up to him, he straightened up and climbed 
the remainder of the distance to the ridge.

Once on top, I chose a spot to sit down and took 
off my sweaty gloves. He carefully scanned the basin 
below while I rested. Except for an occasional break 
in the trees, the basin was heavily timbered with larch 
and pine and small stands of spruce and fir. One end 
of the basin was taken over entirely by tangled alder. 
The mountain rose above the brush and tree line, its 
bare slopes, steep and treacherous.

He looked handsome standing there, his orange vest 
bright against the mountainside blanketed with last night's



snow, his rifle slung over his shoulder. It was an 
impressive rifle, large and heavy, its stock polished 
bright. The dark 4X scope and bolt, burnished from 
slipping it in and out of its case. I had cleaned it 
for him in the past. It had been his father's.

I remember our hunts long ago, rising anxiously 
in the morning and following my father up into the timber 
at dawn. As it grew light, my eyes would strain out 
and scan the gullies and hills for deer and elk. We 
would walk for hours and my hopes would brighten with 
each new clearing or the thought of what was beyond 
the next ridge. The whole day would pass, until it 
was too dark to hunt and we'd return to the pick-up, 
cold, wet and tired. For years we hunted this way.

He saw my anxiousness grow as the season swept
by, and sensed my disappointment as the last day of
hunting drew to a close. My father knew how badly I
wanted my first deer. What I didn't realize was how 
badly he had wanted that deer for me and how he had 
shared my disappointment. "Not this year," he would 
say, shaking his head. Later he would talk about the 
old days and the large game that abounded in the hills 
of Wyoming.

It seemed that as the years went by, our differences 
became more evident. The time we spent together was 
lost in arguing or the silence that followed. And al
though I felt I loved my father, it was getting harder 
to show it. He was not only hardheaded and set in his



ways, but quick-tempered as well.
"See anything?" I asked, eager to talk to him.
"No," he answered, still staring down into the 

basin. "Better keep quiet from here on in."
It began getting cold again. I got up from the 

rock I was resting on and brushed the snow from my pants. 
There was enough light to shoot now, so I checked the 
safety on my rifle and followed him.

We walked the ridge in silence, staying among the 
scattered trees and out of sight of the basin below. 
My father would stop when the timber opened up, and 
look down into the basin, surveying the snow covered 
slopes and openings for sign of game. Walking was still 
difficult since our feet would break through the crusty 
snow, and hang up underneath.

We came to a gully that dropped down into the basin. 
After pausing briefly to rest, we started down, zigzagging 
quietly among a line of lodgepole standing dense and 
skinny on the hillside. Deer tracks could be seen winding 
their way in and out of the gully, and now and then 
you could see fresh droppings, still dark and glistening. 
I felt the old excitement rush into my body and began 
watching and listening carefully, as we moved down onto 
even ground under the forest's canopy. Pine squirrels 
chattered deep in the forest.

We hadn't been walking long, when up ahead we heard 
a noise and saw the blurr of a deer through the trees 
before it disappeared. I started to follow but my father



gestured me to wait and listen, his hand in the air. 
Even now you could hear it running in the brush, and
then silence.

We found where the deer had bedded under a large 
fir tree before we spooked it. Fresh droppings lay 
steaming on the snow and large tracks led further into
the brush and timber.

"It’s a buck," he said, staring down at the ground 
and then ahead, craning his neck. He was carrying his
rifle in his hands now.

"Shouldn't we start after him?" I asked eagerly.
"No use."
"Why not?"



"He'd just stay ahead of you."
"You're the boss," I said, trying to hide my disap

pointment .
My father looked over at me.
"He hasn't gone far."
It wasn't long before we were sitting quietly, 

our rifles in our laps, staring from the hillside at 
a clearing a little ways below us.

It seemed like hours had passed. My seat was wet 
from sitting in the snow and my feet had gradually grown 
cold and numb. I shifted my position a little at a 
time, trying to ignore my father's glances. And then 
I saw him, stepping quietly from out of the trees and 
pausing.

It was a large old mule deer. His head hung low, 
weighted down by the large rack of antlers poised above 
him-. His neck was thick and swollen and his body tense. 
He didn't move; occasionally his breath would break
from his nostrils.

My heart beat wildly and my breath came slow and 
heavy. I sat staring at the huge buck against the snow 
and evergreen.

"Shoot!" I heard my father whisper.
The buck began to move now, with slow deliberate 

strides on the edge of the clearing. His peppered flank 
rippled in the still air, and before he stepped back
into the timber a thunder broke the silence and the
big buck went down.



My ears rang from the shot, and I stood up. The 
smell of burnt powder hung in the air. My father got 
off the ground more slowly, working the bolt on his 
rifle, and picked up the empty casing.

"Why didn't you shoot?" he asked, staring at me 
and shaking his head.

I couldn't think of a reply. The truth was I didn't 
even think about shooting.

When I didn't answer, he turned and we walked down 
to where the deer was laying.

He had died where he fell. Blood spotted the snow 
next to him, along with a few tufts of hair that stirred 
in the breeze. The large antlers twisted his head to 
one side and I could see where the bullet struck his
neck. Without a word my father got down and began dress
ing the deer out.

His knife sliced deep into the neck and the deer's 
blood ran out, onto the snow. He shifted his position 
and with short slashes, cut along its belly and genitals, 
and down around its anus. With this done, he stood 
back and pushed his coat sleeves up.

Together we pulled the warm entrails, steaming 
from the deer, and reached down into its chest cavity. 
A foul odor lingered in the air around me and at the 
back of my throat while cleaning the deer. Blood and 
entrails spotted the snow, and covered our arms and
hands. We washed it off with snow.

My father cleaned his knife on his pants and hunkered



down on the ground next to the deer. He reached inside 
his vest and came out with a flask, handing it to me.

"Drink?"
The whiskey went down in a warm rush and I shuddered, 

handing it back to him. He swallowed and put the flask 
away, wiping his mouth on his jacket sleeve. He started 
talking now.

"Big old mulie. Looks like he's been up here for
some time."

"Hell of a shot," I added, trying to preserve the 
conversation. "You know it's funny, I never even thought 
about shooting him."

"Buck fever," he said.
The tree boughs stirred above us in the wind. Across 

the sky, the clouds were breaking up and occasionally 
the sun would stream through and light the hillsides.

We sat admiring the deer and the mountains for 
a while longer, then got off the ground, picked up our 
rifles, and gripped the deer by its polished antlers, 
dragging it across the clearing toward the draw leading
out of the basin.

Buck fever, I reminded myself, tightening my grip 
on its antlers and tugging.

He began talking again.
"See that stump down the hill a ways?" motioning 

with his head. "Maybe you oughta practice up on it, 
so you can learn how to shoot."

"Maybe you could shoot them closer to the truck."



He looked over at me.
"What's the matter, getting too heavy for you? 

Havin' trouble keeping up with the old man?"
"I'm holding back to save you from a heart attack. 

I'd hate to have to pack both you and the deer out of
here."

He laughed and I laughed with him.
We stopped to rest and had another drink, then 

moved on, talking hurriedly about how my job was with 
the newspaper and how come I never wrote, trying to 
forget the burden between us.

We began dropping down now so dragging the deer 
became easier. Far below we could make out the camper 
on the roadside in the dim light. The mountains echoed 
our voices as the last hint of day faded from the skyline.
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